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The words â€œBabiesâ€• and â€œToysâ€• have become synonymous with each other. You always see babies
with their toys and there is a reason for that. In addition to the joy your kids get while playing with
baby toys, they also gain knowledge about colors and shapes through toys. Hence, choosing the
correct toys for your kids is very important. To do that, you have to observe your kid. See what toys
he likes under different situations. Try to answer the following questions with that. Which toy does
your kid has while he/she is in a stroller or a car?

Find out which toy he/she has while feeling tired and sleepy? Also find out which toy makes them
happy. Does your kid play the same games with the toys or does he change their routine often? Do
you see a common pattern in all the toys of your kid?

After answering all the above questions, you will have a clear idea about the preferences of your
kid. Thus you will be able to choose the best toddler toys for your baby. Can you believe that the
toys your kids play with in the first six months of their lives determine their overall growth? It is in
fact true. Research shows that kids respond to bright, contrasting colors in their first six months
since they captivate them more.  These bright colors enhance the visual growth of your kids as well
as encourage physical activities like kicking and jumping. After your kids get a month old, they
become sensitive to soft sounds and lullabies. Find out which is the favorite lullaby of your kid and
sing it to them while they are sleeping. Also hang wind chimes over the crib of your kid so that they
make soft sounds when the wind blows. These chimes will help the kid sleep peacefully and quickly.
Baby toys that facilitate early learning in kids are very hot in the market today. Since the world is
getting competitive by the minute, parents want their kids to learn as soon as possible. This is fine
as long as you choose the toys with some sense. Rather than choosing child educations computers
and electronic stuff, buy building blocks and sorting toys to your kids. These toys will develop your
kidsâ€™ common knowledge about sizes and shapes. Thus there are different types of baby and toddler
toys available in the market these days. So, choose the ones that are simple, age appropriate and
colorful. Such toys will capture the thoughts of your kids and will make them competitive and bright.
Floor mats that bring physical activities out of kids are also very famous in todayâ€™s market. These
mats are usually decorated with bright lights and colors to attract the kids. Since they make the kid
perform activities like simple stretching and dancing, your kid will not get obese. Most surveys say
that teenagers get obese due to a lazy childhood. So, if you donâ€™t want your child to get obese get
them toys that bring physical activities out of them.
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